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My Vietnamese wife keeps a meat cleaver under her mattress. Yet I remain baffled as to how
this could help her to fight-off any ghosts that might visit her this evening. Teaching English in
South Korea and Vi�Çt Nam is like this. It is an often-farcical black comedy. Stuff happens that
you try to make sense of, without ever feeling confident that you have.When I began teaching
in this part of the world in 2007, culturally I never knew what was going on. However, the extent
of this ignorance was quite alarming really. With what wits I had I fought hard to figure things
out, but bedlam was still never too far away. Part one of this book is that story.The second part
of the story is for me though, the real intent of this book. If part one can be read as a ‘wtf is
going on’ black comedy, then part two is where I collect, deposit, and organize my thoughts A-Z
style about teaching English in Korea and Vi�Çt Nam. My main A-Z ideas seem to be centered
around Asian culture, lack of care in the English learning system, and mediocrity. I do not hold
that my thoughts in part two are self-evident truths. But I will argue that some insights have
been hard-earned so are perhaps worth taking a closer look at.Teaching English in Asia is not
a sinecure. It is often hard work for little reward. You can be blatantly ripped-off, lied to, and
undermined by people who seem not to care. I suppose if there is a purpose to this book, it is
to fight to put a bit more care into TEFL here. Or perhaps it is just to rant and rave into the void.
Or maybe to once again say that my wife hides a meat cleaver under the mattress in case
there is an attack by a ghost tonight. Maybe it is this.Whatever the motivation is though, please
enjoy.

About the AuthorLord Mahon (Philip Henry Stanhope, Fifth Earl of Stanhope) was born in
1805. Founder of the National Portrait Gallery (UK), Lord Mahon's primary interest was history
and antiquity. Aside from his Life of Belisarius, his published works include: History of the War
of Spanish Succession; History of England from the Peace of Utrecht to the Peace of
Versailles; and Life of William Pitt. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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My A-Z of teaching English in Korea and Vi�Çt NamA cultural journey and other storiesCopyright
© 2020 by Allistair ElliottAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means without written permission from the
author.DedicationTo name names might seem unfair to those that I omit. However, if I do not at
least reference anyone central to all this, then that also seems mean. So throughout, I have
encoded your names with descriptions which should be clear to those that know. Where the
characters are positive, I thank you all. I am grateful to have met you. Where you are not such
a positive character, well, whatever, I am sad to have met you. I accept that in EFL Asia (as in
life) it is inevitable to come across such people.ForewordAli became a most enduring friend of
many fellow-traveller friends in Asia because his honesty has not one breach. The vantage of
his honesty sometimes varies with mine, and sometimes changes it. That he stays his course
come what may has most endeared him to me and oft been a guide.Our first encounter, fellow
newbies to a rapidly expanding group, seated next to each other and wrestling with ways and
means, remains a touchstone of our enduring friendship. Although he had drunk the CELTA/
TESOL Kool- Aid, in the first few weeks he had given me two pearls of guidance that I keep
close to hand.The first pearl given was right after he had listened to my grappling with theory
and practice, principles and boots-on-the-ground realities, and he stopped me in mid-tirade
with “Hey. Teaching EFL is not a profession, it is a job. Do the job.”The second pearl followed
on some days later, when he had listened to his fill of my struggles with lesson objectives,
student resistance, and efforts to engage them. Ali put aside his planning and said, “There’s
only one thing. You just gotta love ‘em.”Saying what others will avoid, Ali’s frank views and
evaluations can irritate. They rise above the fray of theories and practice, and the chimeras of
culture compromise and social smoothness, and as he has taught me to do, focus on getting
the job done by loving the kids more than the Operant Objectives.--Laurence the New
EnglanderDedicationForewordPrefaceIntroductionI was the Weakest Link, GoodbyeThe First
WeekendAccommodation bluesSettling inRapid Social ChangeFirst Parents EveningFirst Visa
RunThe End of the beginning2007 NET introductions2008-2010 Gimhae2008-2010 School
life2011, Mr K, and the endTheoriesIndistinguishable I and WeStrictly by the bookSame old,
new beginnings 2012Keep each other saneYear 1 - helloHuhl KoreaHawaiiTechnophobesYear
2 - farewellGood afternoon, Vi�Çt Nam 2014A whole new worldStrangenessOffice PoliticsThe
wife, the marriage, and the kid.And the grind goes on to the endA quick introductionThe Doctor
and the ApprenticeGetting the job doneFor the last timeSummer, year 2 and the endToo
ScaredAli’s English VideosBeyond the palePart II - My A-Z of EFL: Korea and Vi�Çt NamA is for
AmericansC is for careC is for complaintsCultural aspects?C is for contractsC is for cuisine and
countrySamHapC is for cultureWhat is your Animal?F is for Filipino teachersG is for girlsH is
for human qualitiesI is for immigrantI is for intensityJ is for jaundicedK is for key signifiersPC
ClashL is for (not) learning the local languageL is for lesson plansL is for loyalty > honestyL is
for luckL is for not telling the truthDoing a TitanicM is for mediocritiesN is for national serviceO
is for office politicsP is for parents momsTeenagers 9 to 10 hrsP is for pensionP is for plausible
deniabilityP is for professional developmentR is for rent-free accommodationR is for
responsibilityR is for rule number oneS is for sleepT is for testsAmenT is for travelW is for work
hardY is for you are on your ownConclusionPrefaceThe idea to write down my EFL story has
been with me for a while. I cannot recollect when I first daydreamed the idea, but it has been
an idea waiting to be explored for a few years. The idea has been further reinforced with
suggestions from at least three independent sources. At the time, and until recently, I meekly



passed-off the idea on the grounds of what, that I had not the time, or had not the ability to do
it? I am not sure. But I did eventually write one wry polemic for EFLMagazine.com outlining my
A-Z of EFL Asia thoughts. And there it sat, forlorn, unloved, and gathering dust. It held place for
the concept but fell short of fruition. And then inspiration struck. Please enjoy. �from Larry: �
Looking over Ali's ShoulderAs Laurence the New Englander I have enjoyed reading Ali's EFL
story a few times as the erstwhile proofreader. I accept blame for whatever I missed but stand
by all allowances for words like "whataboutery". The author has graciously allowed me to chime
in where I thought my voice or viewpoint might help. These notes are all marked "from
Larry:"IntroductionAfter thirteen years and counting, I find myself wanting to have my say in
what we might generally refer to as EFL Asia. This is a multi-billion-dollar industry, that employs
hundreds of thousands of local people, to help tens of millions of young Asians to learn
English.In addition to this, EFL Asia has for many years employed the energies and abilities of
countless Westerners. EFL Asia has been a thing for a few decades, but recently, it has
flourished to become a bone fide career and life option for many in the West. Western
economic theories have arguably cast out a generation or more of emotionally rich but
economically unwanted graduates. EFL Asia has capitalised on this and snapped up this
unwanted human capital.Within this then, are often incredible and untold stories, that range
from the silly to the stupid, to the absurd, but also from the mean to the cruel, and the
vindictive. There is also near omnipresent law-breaking within EFL Asia, but that hardly seems
worth telling given that it is, well, such a given out here.Specifically, EFL: Korea and Vi�Çt Nam
are terrific rides for anyone brave enough to buy the ticket. However, it is certainly not for the
faint-hearted, the easily cowed, or those looking for an easy life. You can do EFL: Korea and Vi�Çt
Nam for a short-time, and that is probably the way to go. But if you do find yourself sticking
around for whatever reason, then strap yourself in because it is likely to be quite the ride.I was
the Weakest Link, GoodbyeTwo days after arriving at Pinewood Studios and failing in the
Weakest Link1, I was 10 miles or so further down the road at Heathrow Airport awaiting my
flight to Seoul, South Korea. From Seoul, a local flight would take me to Gimhae International
airport which serves Busan, the second big city of Korea. Then, if all went well, I would be
collected at the airport by my new Korean colleagues to be taken to Gimhae.In terms of travel
time, Leeds 9 to Gimhae would take something like 16 hours2. In hours including waiting and
time difference, I would leave Leeds at lunchtime on Friday and arrive in Gimhae on Saturday
evening. It was quite the flight, and most definitely quite the trip into the unknown.I guess I was
excited. Or maybe nervous. Or even worried. I could have been anything I suppose, but it did
not matter. It had taken between 4 and 5 months to get this far, so it was inconceivable to turn
back. A last phone-call was made at the airport to someone who did not pick-up. With that, my
paid-for ticket was in hand as I shuffled to the exit gate. And off I went.And then I was in
Seoul’s airport on an island off Incheon, without alarms, worries or turbulence. After a 2-hour
delay at Incheon, I arrived at Gimhae International. There, I was indeed met by my first EFL
colleagues. They seemed a bit forlorn, of course, due to my delayed arrival, but otherwise in
reasonable mood. One was about the same age as me and she spoke to me in English. She
turned out to be the Senior English Teacher. The other spoke only a little English, was a bit
younger and turned out to be the Vice-Director of the private school I was to teach in. Once in
the car, we set off on the half-hour trip to Gimhae City. I looked out of the car with interest,
eager for my first close look at the Republic of Korea (ROK).That all of this was happening at
all was thanks to an old university friend. The Friend had ventured out this way five years
before. Whereupon, he had settled down in Busan, married a Korean woman, and was in the
process of buying an apartment. The friend had been consistently insistent that I too should



give this kind of life a go, however, I had always resisted. From memory, I think I wanted to try
to make it in the UK and may have had an impending sense of failure if I had to leave. Yet by
the summer of 2007, I had arrived at a point in my life that I was wearily all too familiar with. My
desultory office job in Leeds 9 had fallen through, so what to do?I could go. I had the freedom
to go, and what was the good of freedom if you did not exercise it? Yet, I was hesitant. And my
hesitancy was based on two thoughts. What happens if it all goes wrong? Would I not be
making myself homeless if things turn sour? And secondly, what about my dear old Nan? We
were close. She had raised me as her own. And though I had left home in a fit of pique at 16,
we had gotten close, closer, and closest over the subsequent years. It was going to be tough to
leave her behind.For six weeks or so, I silently deliberated about going. Eventually, I leaned on
George Santayana, “those who do not remember their past are condemned to repeat it”. I was
so aware of my past, and I knew intimately what was coming next. I had no desire to repeat it. I
stiffened myself to go and made a commitment to the decision. The toughest part always was
leaving Nan. It did not seem reasonable that I had to leave her because better opportunities for
a better life were in the far east. But go I did as change was necessary. Teaching English in
Korea had become the only game in town for me. Best take the chance and try to make a go of
it as The Friend had, rather than forlornly let another week drift by through inertia, boredom,
and economic disenfranchisement.In the end, I reasoned, I was not running from something, I
was running to something. Quite what that was, I was about to find out.The First WeekendAs
we entered the built-up area of Gimhae, you could see that it had a different style. There were
lots of high-rise apartment buildings, which would only multiply the longer I stayed. In the
downtown area, there were rows of low-level, multi-storey buildings. These were anywhere
from 6 to 10 floors high, and one or two may have been taller than that. And each building was
apparently crammed with businesses, offering who knows what and who knows when. My
Korean at that point amounted to one word, kamsa-hamnida ¬�À¬Õi²È²ä, which is a very polite way of
saying, “thank you very much”, so I really had not much of a clue what was going on linguistic
wise.I was also a bit surprised to be driven around quite as extensively as I was. We were
looking for somewhere for me to stay. There was clearly a lot of deliberation about this.
Eventually, they agreed on something, and found somewhere suitable on the main street in
Gimhae. It turned out to be a “love motel”3. Having settled the bill, they left me to my own
devices. It was prime-time Saturday evening, and despite travelling a quarter of the planet, I felt
good. Presumably, I showered. Hopefully, I changed my clothes. And off I wandered, boldly but
aimlessly, and without a clue for my first taste of my new home. I was lucky. I turned into an
innocuous looking, paved side-street. I shuffled down and gave pause to something called
“Beer N Girls” (BnG’s). It was empty, but I lingered for a few seconds suspecting it might hold
some promise. I then mooched on. Within a hundred meters though, I bumped into my first
foreigners. They were heading to BnG’s. “May I join you?” Thus, began my EFL adventure in
Korea.At that time, the foreigner EFL community in Gimhae was still relatively small. I suppose
I would have found them soon enough but having done so immediately provided me with an
early and enormous boost. The teachers in situ turned out to be an easy bunch to settle in
with. They ranged in nationality and age, from the fresh out of university twenty-somethings
from New Zealand, Ireland, and the US, to the middle-aged, and to an older unmarried teacher
couple from Australia. This older couple had found themselves, perhaps unwittingly, trotting the
globe in search of pay, fun, and adventure. They were qualified teachers of fortune and were
having a riotous time in the process.The older guy was a pom4. He had grown exasperated
with early 70’s UK, and so had emigrated to Australia. From there, he found work as a teacher,
met the Better Half, had his first significant fall-out with a disagreeable principal, and then, and



then, and then. He was a stout silver-haired Silverback. He was a drinker, a swearer, a
storyteller, and much else beside. I took to him immediately.His Better Half was what you might
say a fair-dinkum Aussie. She was colourful and her language too, and equally hard with her
drinking. She had hitched herself to what was sometimes the head strong and indiscrete force
that was the Silverback, and, for better or for worse, had gone along for the ride. Perhaps
missing was a son to call their own. Perhaps that was me. We became a little family from this
evening onwards.And as well as creating an adoptive family on my first evening, I also found
my first EFL Girlfriend5. I was not thinking about such things, but as I sat there trying to take it
all in, I began to get showered with bar snacks. “Oh, hello, I did not mean to ignore you. It is
just that I am new here and …”At this time, the Gimhae EFL community commonly stuck
together. So it was that after BnG’s, the evening carried on to the local cabaret club. Here, the
drinks continued to flow, and we would be entertained by a couple of wonderful Filipino bands.
And still the evening did not finish, as a few of the younger people headed to a nearby cocktail
bar for a fire show and more drinks6. Finally, and after a 45-minute confused search for my
love motel room, I climbed into bed somewhere between 2 – 3a.m. Sunday morning. Welcome
to EFL Korea.Early the next morning, Girlfriend One had to leave somewhat abruptly. This was
because The Friend and his Korean wife were about to visit me from Busan. Their visit was no
mere welcome; they were coming on a mission of mercy. Having failed to win any money on
The Weakest Link, I had arrived in Korea with barely $150 in my wallet. Enough to follow the
rules, but hardly enough to live on. My friend arrived to financially help me settle in. He lent me
something in the range of $600, as planned. We chatted about the journey, made other small
talk, and then we all headed back to Busan. In so doing, I got my first look at HaeEunDae
Beach, as well as my first experience of the city of Busan.It was a bit of whirlwind I suppose. I
had an adoptive family to bond with, a new girlfriend to have fun with, a new cosmopolitan
social group to learn from, a new region to explore, and a debt of a few hundred dollars to pay
back.All this had happened by 08:30 a.m. as I began my first full day in Korea.Accommodation
bluesAn early insight into EFL Korea regarded the accommodation. In Korea you are offered
rent-free accommodation as part of the package for the job7. Certainly, when you are reading
the jobs board and mulling over the decision to commit to EFL Korea, it is a big incentive.
However, there are drawbacks. Principally, the obvious issue concerns the variable quality of
the accommodation. It ranges from the good to the horrid. This is because your employer will
be paying for your accommodation and is therefore incentivised to keep the price as low as
possible.In practice for the lowly EFL teacher, this often means that the employer will rent out
sub-standard rooms to keep costs down. Culturally, first impressions might not count for
anything. Irrespective of the fact that they have flown you several thousand kilometres to do a
job for them, your accommodation could be poor. And this seems to be the case here. As it
went, I was invited to see my room on my first Sunday, but specifically not before 6pm?! I found
this an odd request. So much so, that when I returned from Busan on Sunday afternoon, I went
straight to this apartment to check it out for myself.It was quickly apparent why I was instructed
not to arrive too early. The place was overwhelmingly hot, with stagnant and suffocating air.
Perhaps the air-con might have taken care of that, but it did not work so well. Most likely it just
needed a good clean, but still, in such a case you want these things to be right. However, that
was hardly the main problem as clustered about were around 40 - 50 recently deceased
cockroaches. There were also a few that were not. Blimey. It was an appalling sight.
Cockroaches lay dead in the sink, on the floor and in the toilet. I took pictures, closed the door,
and left. Was I really expected to live there?At about 6pm, the people who met me at the
airport met me at this apartment. Of course, I did not want to live there, but I was in a brand-



new situation way outside of my cultural knowledge. How could I extricate myself from this
awkward situation without creating a scene?The apartment was by now roach-free. However,
not wanting to reveal that I had been there earlier, I suggested that it was too hot, too
uncomfortable, and too dirty to properly live in. Thinking to demonstrate that the air-con did not
work so well, I opened it up. And there, squatting inside was the roundest, fattest cockroach I
had hitherto ever seen. The head English teacher expressed surprise as the previous occupant
had never complained about such a thing.It was agreed that I should not or could not live there.
I was moved out of the love motel pending suitable accommodation being found. To my
surprise, I was told to live in the school’s Director’s apartment. In the swirl of events, the
Director instructed her niece to act as a chaperone for as long as I was there.Thus concluded
my first weekend in EFL Korea.Settling inThe next day, I finally began my teaching career in
EFL Asia. It was in a kindergarten (kindy) hagwon. Hagwon is the Korean name for private
school. They are a ubiquitous feature of the Korean education system and geographical
landscape. They range in price, quality, age group, opening and closing times, experience,
expertise, and arsed-ness . For people like me, they are often the gateway into TEFL in Korea
and, indeed, the rest of the world. I had no experience at all, but such is EFL in Asia. Actually,
lack of experience might help you.The hagwon seemed like a substantial place already. It
operated in what seemed to be a cottage-like building at the edge of the downtown area. It had
decent classrooms, a nice canteen, and a good outside play area. Above all, it had plenty of
students aged 3 - 6. It quickly emerged, however, that its ambitions were larger. They were in
the early stages of relocating to the 8th - 10th floors of one of the taller mini-complexes
thereabouts.In addition, they also employed another foreign EFL teacher. He was an American,
of similar age but had many years on his EFL Asian clock. I had met him on the first Saturday
evening in BnG’s. We had chatted amiably enough. He seemed ok but did not seem to be well
liked by the other Gimhae EFL teachers.As for me, I was to teach a suitable level of English to
the kindy kids. Quite how I would do that remained to be seen, but looking back, I was afforded
the incredible luxury of observing classes for one week. Apparently, this was at the suggestion
of the above-mentioned co-teacher. Many thanks all round. Towards the end of that first day, I
wanted to get involved in the action. By the end of the first week, I already was.One of my first
memories was on my second day. I was sat on the floor preparing to observe what turned out
to be a repeat of the previous day’s class by the Head of English. There were around 20 kindy
kids, and they were all girls. The door opened and in walked the sole boy of the class,
“Nicolas”. As strange as it sounds, he took one look and just plonked himself down on me. I
was startled. Culturally, I was not prepared for such a thing. It would never have happened back
in the UK. At this moment nobody seemed to mind, so I relaxed a little, though I still felt
awkward. But I had made a friend and he was always pleased to see me. I sometimes think of
this kid even now. I hope he is well. �from Larry: �Rapid Social ChangeBy 2019, pre-Covid of 2020
and unrelated to social distancing, the naïve normality of adults nurturing children through
physical contact had been replaced with strictures in Korea to avoid even suspicion of
entrusted adults touching children.Children seeking such comfort or reassurance must be
gently rebuffed.Another early memory was when I was signing the contract with the director of
the hagwon. There was something about her clarification of the salary that has stuck with me.
She paused and seemed to intone if the salary was OK? Bearing in mind that that the contract
had been agreed months earlier, I wondered why the salary might not be ok. Was there
something happening that I was not aware of? There was, but at the time I was not to know8. I
simply nodded that the salary was fine, and that was that. The contract was signed, and the
moment passed. In any event, I was eager to learn about EFL teaching and to settle down into



my new life, not to waste my time signing pieces of paper.Overall though, early memories are
now somewhat vague, but generally speaking, things were hectic. It turned out there was a
fantastic racecourse near Gimhae, so I spent my Saturday’s there with the Silverback and his
Better Half. As I had a new girlfriend (indeed, the niece of the Silverback) I spent most of my
time outside, rather than at the Director’s apartment. I made friends as best I could though I
was, initially, a bit of a knob. I went to BnG’s often, though drank responsibly. I began to source
out the best places to eat, as the local cuisine can be quite challenging at first. It was all heady
stuff, I suppose.In due course, things began to settle down – a bit. On Thursdays for example, I
did not have a class immediately after lunch, so I made myself comfortable in one of the many
coffee shops thereabouts. For two or three weeks, this had not been a problem. Then, one
Thursday I received an urgent and overwrought call from the Head of English, “Where are you?
What are you doing?”, etc, etc.The upshot was that I had class and I should be at school. Of
course, I did not have class, but my schedule had been changed. I felt that the Head of English
was conniving to teach fewer classes and had just dumped this one on me. Moreover, and
beyond reason, I was expected to know this and be available as demanded. I have a vague
memory of trying to reason with the Head of English about the impossibility of me knowing
what I did not know, but to no avail. Perhaps for the first time, I had fallen foul of some hitherto
unknown cultural rule. Or my position and status of uncertain EFL teacher was just being
played with. Whatever it was, it most certainly was not the last time this happened.Otherwise,
classes were beginning to go well enough. With kindy kids, it is all about activities, activities,
activities. Give them stuff to do all the time, mix it up, and change the activities often. You have
got to have a lot of energy for this job, as the kids will never let up. I began to work hard. I
began to look for activities on the internet, to come up with my own stuff, and experiment to try
to figure out what works and what bombs. It was a good place to begin EFL. The kids seemed
nice enough, the facilities were way above average, and I was paid promptly and as promised.
So far, so good. But…
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greg graziani, “Good info if going to Asia for EFL. I too was in Korea teaching English as a
twenty something, and this book sums up a lot of my experience as well. The author points out
many things that I wish I had known before going abroad .The thing I found most interesting
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was the viewpoint of someone who has taken teaching EFL seriously. Many people(myself
included) go to Asia to buy time, run away from something, or travel. Many are just passing
through and do not look at it as a career. That is not the case with the author and you can feel
his frustrations trying to be as professional as possible and hone his craft all the while being
thwarted by petty issues and circumstance. I recommend this to anyone who is thinking about
or preparing to go oversees as a way to get a heads up on the culture and way of life.”

Gary Thompson, “A must-read for any prospective TEFLer. Before embarking on my own TEFL
adventure/career, I, like most soon-to-be teachers, set about scouring the internet for some
clue of what lay in store. The accounts I discovered, generally fell into two categories: the
unambiguously (and therefore suspiciously) positive and the needlessly, conspicuously cynical.
The reality, as the author has so successfully captured, falls somewhere in between. The
opening part of the book (which comprises its bulk) is essentially a memoir of his life abroad
and although this is a firsthand and thus, subjective perspective, his experiences prove
remarkably universal. Any English teacher worth their whiteboard markers will undoubtedly
have their own encounters with unscrupulous employers, cultural incompatibility and tales of
staggering incompetence while it would seem that every TEFL drama is replete with the same
cast of characters – the feckless, the jaded, the straight-up weird, as well as, of course, some
of the most decent, interesting people you’re ever likely to meet.Part two is more of a “heads-
up” – a list of the most pertinent pitfalls and indeed pleasures of teaching in Asia.
Accompanying these are some actionable pieces of advice and although these, by the author’s
admission, will not find wholesale agreement, his diligence and sincere desire to do a good job
(often in the face of significant managerial obstacles), ensure his counsel is one worth listening
to. It is often funny as hell too. Thoroughly recommended.”

colin clark, “Yorkshire cultural attaché delivers a few home-from-home truths about life in Asia.
This rollicking straight-talking read steers you through the trials and tribulations of an English
teacher determinedly staking out a life for himself in Asia.Allistair has a wry, dry style with a gift
for deadpan observation and a talent for tactful understatement. Like every person from
Yorkshire I have ever known, there is mirth amongst the mardy. You can feel the passion the
writer has for his job bouncing off the pages, even as you can tell some of the situations his
employers put him through have had his head bouncing off the wall.Part-memoir, part Rough
Guide to a life less ordinary, "My A-Z" is a useful primer/ cautionary tale for anyone thinking
about entering the weird world of English language teaching. For anyone who's ever worked
abroad, or stood in front of a room full of strangers and tried to make themselves understood,
much will ring loud and true.For this ex-EFL teacher, reading it was an act of joyful catharsis.
Great stuff.”

The book by Alan Revolti has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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